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Special edition:

 

- reducing the carbon footprint of the textile �nishing industry

Live online 30 September-1 October & 7-8 October 2021, and on-demand

Feedback from our recent World Congress on Textile Coating (February 2021) 
highlighted the commitment of the industry to reduce its carbon footprint and ensure 
a sustainable future. It is clear that, as it emerges from the consequences of the 
covid-19 pandemic, the industry is committed to action and investment in material 
technology and machinery to abate its detrimental impacts on the environment.

 

 

To aid this process International Newsletters Ltd will run a special edition of WCTC to
consider all aspects of

The aim of the conference is to explore the materials, processes and machinery that 
can help dyers, �nishers, coaters and laminators achieve this goal. 

With 4 sessions over 4 days followed by live Q&A forums and a Networking Lounge for 
group and 1:1 chat, this is a must-attend event.

Visit the conference website for the emerging programme and to book your place:

www.technical-textiles.net/WCTC

It will take place live online on 30 September-1 October and 7-8 October 2021.
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The seminar will provide a taste of the kind of high-quality, insightful 
and informative presentations that feature in our conference series, 

Nonwovens for High-Performance Applications (NHPA)

NHPA
Visit www.technical-textiles.online/NHPA for 
more information on our NHPA conference 
series and further details on the seminar at 
INDEX™ Geneva

HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
NONWOVENS AT INDEX™

We are pleased to announce that in association with INDEX™ and EDANA, Technical Textiles 
International / TTNet have developed the programme for a half-day seminar on smart 
Nonwovens - high-performance applications of nonwovens. This will take place on 20 October 
2021 in INDEX™ Lab, Room W (Hall 3) at 14:00 - 16:45.

Experts from the following companies will present their latest technologies to the INDEX™ audience 
in Geneva:

Fibroline SA, France  NIRI, UK  Nora�n, Germany  RISE Research Institutes, Sweden
The session will be chaired by experienced industry specialist, Adrian Wilson. In addition, there will 
be an Innovation Lab where visitors can view products relating to the presentations given during 
the seminar. This display area is outside the seminar room.

SEMINAR PROGRAMME

Dry powder impregnation solutions - Jérôme Ville, CEO, Fibroline SA (France)

Mass Customisation of Nonwovens for High-performance Applications - Ross Ward, New 
Business Development Manager, Nonwovens Innovation & Research Institute Ltd (NIRI) (UK)

Innovation in Technical Nonwovens – Evolving USP - Marc Jolly, Head of Research & 
Development, Nora�n Industries (Germany) GmbH

Opportunities for production of nonwoven bio-based electronics, Hjalmar Granberg, Senior 
Research Associate, RISE Research Institutes of Sweden

High-performance applications for nonwovens - an overview, Adrian Wilson, Seminar Chair, 
Technical Textiles International
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In the Editor’s opinion

In this issue

First signs of return to pre-pandemic activities, but
markets have changed
The covid-19 pandemic has changed mobility, and the car-user’s percep-
tion of safety and comfort inside the vehicle. Consequently, car users
around the world are now increasingly willing to pay for solutions that sup-
press pathogens on interior surfaces and in the in-cabin air. These develop-
ments are among the key findings of the second Asahi Kasei Automotive
Interior Survey, which the company from Düsseldorf, Germany, conducted
in December 2020 in collaboration with the market research specialist and
compatriot, Cologne-based Skopos.

Asahi Kasei says that other surveys have found that the use of public trans-
port and ride-sharing services has declined severely, while the popularity
of private cars is increasing, because they are perceived as having a low risk
of infection. The surveys suggest that these perceptions will be long-last-
ing and will affect ideas for transportation, as well as the materials and
technologies used inside the automobile. Where once, automotive interi-
ors needed to be comfortable, attractive and smooth to the touch, now
they are also required to remain clean and sterile.

The company says its survey covered 500 vehicle users in the core markets
of Germany, the USA, China and Japan, and confirmed these previous find-
ings. In Germany, 64% of the car users put a great emphasis on easy-to-
maintain clean surfaces and protective air-filter systems, valuing them high-
er than connectivity, and the intuitive operation and the personalisation of
the car. Comparable results were seen in the other geographical regions.

Three-quarters (75%) of the car users in Germany wanted surface and seat-
ing materials that are easy to wash; 69% requested advanced filtration for
the external air entering the vehicle; 66% requested water- and dirt-repel-
lent surfaces. Similar features are coveted by car users in the USA and
China. In addition, 87% of the Chinese surveyed saw a benefit in an
advanced filtration system for the internal air in the cabin; 83% wanted sur-
faces that eliminate viruses in frequently touched places.

Crucially, those questioned expressed a willingness to pay for these features.  

As the industry resumes some of its pre-pandemic activities, with the ten-
tative return of the first major in-person exhibition (see also, page 14), it will
need to make itself aware and respond rapidly to these post-pandemic
changes to its markets.

HeiQ launches copper-coated

surgical face mask, see page 4.

Partners refine sonochemical

finishing process, see page 27.
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Covid-19 update

Vaccination bus is fitted with
virus-filtering air-purifiers

Partners in Germany have transformed a luxury coach into a mobile
testing and vaccination centre, which is fitted with an air-purification
system from Mann+Hummel that can filter viruses from the air.

Mann+Hummel of Ludwigsburg, Germany, says that its mobile
TK850 air-purifier, equipped with a high-efficiency particulate air
(HEPA) filter (which has been tested according to the ISO 29463
standard(1) from the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) of Geneva, Switzerland, and European Standard EN 1822-1(2))
has been installed in the interior roof of the coach and is capable
of filtering more than 99.995% of viruses, bacteria and micro -
organisms from the air.

The coach is a MAN Neoplan Cityliner and has been converted by
Health Laboratories GmbH of Kiel and BFS Business Fleet Solutions
GmbH of Kirchberg an der Jagst. It can be used in any location
where testing for human coronavirus (covid-19) and vaccinations
need to be carried-out. BFS Managing Director Jan Plieninger says:
“We see the bus as a sort of prototype. We are pretty confident that
we will end-up converting and offering several more buses. Once
public events are allowed to resume, our bus will provide a flexible
way of carrying-out covid-19 testing on large numbers of visitors."
In the first instance, Plieninger says, the bus will shuttle between
schools in the Schwäbisch Hall district of Germany where it will
be used to test students and teachers.

See also: (1)ISO 29463, High efficiency filters and filter media for
removing particles from air — Part 1: Classification, performance,
testing and marking, https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:67816:en

(2)EN 1822-1, High efficiency air filters (EPA, HEPA and ULPA) - Part 1:
Classification, performance testing, marking, 
https://www.en-standard.eu/csn-en-1822-1-high-efficiency-air-
filters-epa-hepa-and-ulpa-part-1-classification-performance-
testing-marking-3

Sophie-Charlotte Kloiber, Public Relations Manager,
Mann+Hummel.
Tel: +49 (173) 5822-246.
Email: sophie-charlotte.kloiber@mann-hummel.com;
https://www.mann-hummel.com

This converted MAN Neoplan Cityliner is equipped with an air-

purification system from Mann+Hummel that can filter

99.995% of viruses, bacteria and microorganisms from the air.

Dilo
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Covid-19 update

HeiQ launches antimicrobial filtration media for mask production
An antimicrobial spunbond–meltblown–
spunbond (SMS) filtration media suitable
for the production of face masks has been
launched by HeiQ's newly established
Advanced Filtration Media business unit.

Called HeiQ Viroblock Advanced Filtration
Media, the tri-laminate nonwoven is
treated with Viroblock NPJ03, which was
launched by HeiQ of Zurich, Switzerland, in
March 2020(1) for application to face masks
and has been shown to reduce the
infectivity of SARS-Cov-2, which causes
human coronavirus (covid-19), by 99.99%(2).

HeiQ Viroblock Advanced Filtration Media
is suitable for the manufacture of IIR-class
face masks, filter layers in re-usable face
masks and as a replaceable filter for
general-purpose face masks featuring a
filter pocket. 

According to the specifications of EN
14683(3), IIR-class face masks demonstrate
a bacterial filtration efficiency of 98%, a
breathing-resistance of less than

60.0 Pa.cm–2 and a splash-resistance of
over 16 kPa. HeiQ says that its media
retains these properties, together
with its antiviral effect, even after
repeated laundering.       

HeiQ Viroblock Advanced Filtration Media
will be sold in rolls compatible with
surgical-mask manufacturing machines, in
wider rolls ready to be cut into any shape
and dimension, and as pre-cut pieces in
standard or customised sizes. 

Mask manufacturers interested in using
the media can join HeiQ’s franchisee
programme and benefit from the
company's manufacturing know-how, sell
their products under the HeiQ Viroblock
trademark and receive marketing support. 

The parameters and protocols for the
production of surgical masks using this
material have been documented at the
research and development (R&D) centre of
HeiQ Medica (formerly mask manufacturer
MasFabEs, which was acquired by HeiQ in

December 2020) in Pizarra, Spain, and are
ready to be shared with any franchisees.

See also: (1)Antiviral textile treatment is
effective against strain of coronavirus,
https://www.technical-textiles.net/node/75507

(2)Antiviral treatment tested successfully against
COVID-19-causing strain of coronavirus, 
https://www.technical-textiles.net/node/75657

(3)EN 14683, Medical face masks -
Requirements and test methods,
https://standards.cen.eu/dyn/www/f?p=2
04:110:0::::FSP_PROJECT:69675&cs=1956C
06A1BAF887FF462DD56057D34F29

Commercialising, validating and supplying
a vital treatment, 
https://www.technical-textiles.net/node/75868 

Hoi Kwan Lam, Chief Marketing Officer,
HeiQ Materials AG.
Tel: +41 (56) 250-6850.
Email: hoikwan.lam@heiq.com;
https://heiq.com

Erhardt+Leimer

Automation and Vision Systems

                    Erhardt+Leimer GmbH · Albert-Leimer-Platz 1 · 86391 Stadtbergen · Germany                       www.erhardt-leimer.com
www.erhardt-leimer.com

ELCUT
Edge cutting system

 Reliable shear cutting
 Minimum waste
 Automatic blade follow-up
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Covid-19 update

Weitmann & 
Konrad

Californian healthcare providers must stockpile protective equipment 
A law requiring hospitals to create and
maintain a three-month stockpile of N95
face masks, gowns and other items of
personal protective equipment (PPE) has
been implemented in California, USA.

Brought into force on 1 April 2021, the bill
– AB-2537(1) – applies to organisations with
employees that provide direct patient care
in public- or private-sector hospital
settings. The law mandates that these
employers maintain a stockpile of new and
unexpired PPE in an amount equal to three
months of normal consumption. The law
also requires employers to establish and
implement effective written procedures
for determining periodically the quantity
and types of equipment used through
normal operation.

Further, employers are required to provide
an inventory of their stockpiles to the
California Division of Occupational Safety
and Health (Cal/OSHA) upon request.
Employers could be fined up to US$25 000
for each violation of this requirement.

The implementation of the bill has been
welcomed by its sponsors, the California
Nurses Association (CNA) of Oakland, USA. 

The bill states that, as of 23 August 2020,
local health departments in California
reported 30 215 confirmed positive cases
of human coronavirus (covid-19) in nurses
and healthcare workers, and 145 deaths
state-wide.

The bill (which was published at the end
of September 2020) further notes that,
although over 102 million N95 respirators
(which are capable of filtering at least 95%
of particles of 0.3 µm in size and above)
had been distributed in the State of
California since March 2020, nurses and
other healthcare workers failed to benefit
from this at their places of work. 

In many cases, employers rationed the use
of N95 masks, leaving nurses and other
healthcare workers unprotected. In other
cases, nurses have been disciplined for
bringing their own PPE to work or for

demanding that appropriate PPE be
provided when treating covid-19-positive
patients.

The President of the CNA, Cathy Kennedy,
says: “Hospitals across the country failed
to provide nurses and other healthcare
workers with optimal PPE when covid-19
hit and the consequences were dev -
astating and deadly. Hospitals have
a responsibility to ensure that their
employees have the equipment they need
to stay safe. This new law is an important
step in holding hospitals accountable
and protecting nurses and other
healthcare workers.”

See also: (1)AB-2537 Personal protective
equipment: health care employees,
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/
billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=201920200AB2537

Rachel Berger, California Nurses Association.
Tel: +1 (510) 433-2780.
Email: press@nationalnursesunited.org;
https://www.nationalnursesunited.org
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Covid-19 update

Oeko-Tex

ASTM International approves face-covering standard and releases white paper
A new standard that will help to establish
minimum requirements for the design,
performance, labelling and care of re-
usable barrier face coverings has been
approved by ASTM International of West
Conshohocken, Pennsylvania, USA.

Developed by ASTM’s committee on
personal protective clothing and
equipment (F23), the standard (F3502(1))
lays-out specific requirements for the
design and construction of re-usable barrier
face coverings for the general public, their
particle filtration efficiency, sizing and fit,
labelling instructions and guidance on their
cleaning and recommended periods of use.

ASTM International President, Kathie
Morgan, says: “Members of the committee
worked together to reach a consensus
and address the gap that exists for barrier
face coverings that are neither a respirator
nor a surgical mask. The standard helps to
benchmark products and will inform
consumers when selecting face coverings
for their intended use.”

Numerous ASTM standards for
personal protective equipment (PPE)
have been recognised by the World
Health Organization (WHO) of Geneva,
Switzerland, and, in the USA, by health
agencies such as the Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) of Atlanta, Georgia, the
National Institute for Occupational Safety
and Health (NIOSH) of Washington,
District of Columbia, and the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) of Silver
Spring, Maryland.

F3502, together with 28 other human
coronavirus (covid-19)-related standards,
can be viewed free of charge at
http://www.astm.org/COVID-19

In related news, ASTM International has
published a technical white paper(2)

outlining the challenges of developing
and manufacturing PPE, and the ways in
which new standards could help. 

The paper also introduces the idea of a
new global collaboration platform that

could help to address these challenges
and accelerate the development of
standards for PPE.

ASTM International hosted a webinar(3)

introducing the concept of the global
platform on 16 March 2021.

See also: (1)F3502−21, Standard
specification for barrier face coverings,
https://www.astm.org/COVID-19

(2)Global collaboration to advance
personal protective equipment (PPE)
safety, quality, and innovation, 
https://www.astm.org/ ABOUT/
PPE-White-Paper-R2.pdf

(3)https://na.eventscloud.com/ereg/index.
php?eventid=606335&

Dan Bergels, Director, Communications,
ASTM International.
Tel: +1 (610) 832-9602.
Email: dbergels@astm.org;
https://www.astm.org
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Mondi starts to produce one-million face masks a day in Germany
Lines for the manufacture of meltblown
fabrics and their conversion into face
masks have been started-up by packaging
and paper manufacturer Mondi at its site in
Gronau, Germany.

Using the two lines (a meltblowing line
from Reifenhäuser Reicofil of Troisdorf,
Germany (see also, Outside back cover), and
a face-mask production line from Andritz
Group of Graz, Austria), Mondi says it will be
able to produce one-million medical-grade
face masks (classified as IIR according to the
specifications of EN 14683(1)) each day.
Corresponding to 700 masks per minute,
Mondi of Addlestone, UK, says that this
output is seven times higher than
conventional equipment for the production

of masks. Mondi announced its intention to
install the two lines in Gronau in May 2020.
The Managing Director of Mondi Gronau,
Jürgen Schneider, says: "We identified the
shortage in meltblown nonwoven fabric
in Germany early-on in the pandemic last
year and reacted swiftly to set-up the
production of high-quality medical
face masks."

IIR masks demonstrate a bacterial
filtration efficiency of 98%, a breathing-
resistance of less than 60.0 Pa.cm–2 and a
splash-resistance of over 16 kPa.

The human coronavirus (covid-19) pandemic
has driven significant investments in lines or
the production of meltblown nonwovens by

the likes of RadiciGroup of Gandino, Italy(2),
Berry Global Group Inc of Evansville, Indiana,
USA(3) and Lydall of Manchester, Connecticut,
USA(4), to name but a few. 

See also: (1)EN 14683, Medical face masks -
Requirements and test methods,
https://standards.cen.eu/dyn/www/f?p=2
04:110:0::::FSP_PROJECT:69675&cs=1956C
06A1BAF887FF462DD56057D34F29 

(2)RadiciGroup's multimillion-Euro
investment in the production of meltblowns,
https://www.technical-textiles.net/node/76010

(3)Berry to establish production of meltblown
nonwovens in South America,
https://www.technical-textiles.net/node/75629

(4)Lydall invests in meltblowing line to
support European face-mask production,
https://www.technical-textiles.net/node/75838

Judith Wronn, Senior Communication
Manager, Mondi Flexible Packaging and
Engineered Materials.
Tel: +49 (151) 1771-4692.
Email: Judith.Wronn@mondigroup.com;
https://www.mondigroup.com

Tanja Kühn-Söndgen, Communications,
Reifenhäuser Reicofil GmbH.
Tel: +49 (2241) 9326-1480. 
Fax: +49 (2241) 9326-1744.
Email: tanja.kuehn-soendgen@reicofil.com;
http://www.reicofil.com

Michael Buchbauer, Head of Corporate
Communications, Andritz AG.
Email: michael.buchbauer@andritz.com;
https://www.andritz.com

SML Machinenge-
sellschaft mbH

Polyester fabric proven effective in inactivating SARS-Cov-2

A washable, comfortable and antiviral
polyester (PES) textile from Toray
Industries of Tokyo, Japan, has been
proven effective against the SARS-Cov-2
virus responsible for the human
coronavirus (covid-19) pandemic.

Previous testing undertaken on the fabric,
called Makspec V, demonstrated that it
inactivates 99.9% of enveloped viruses
(ATCC VR-1679) on its surface after two
hours of contact(1).  the latest testing,
carried-out according to the same standard
(Japanese Industrial Standard (JIS) L 1922(2)

published by the Japanese Standards
Association (JSA) of Tokyo), shows that the
fabric is equally effective at inactivating
SARS-Cov-2. Further, Toray has found

that the fabric maintains this antiviral
performance after 50 laundering cycles.  

Toray hopes to sell 300 000 m2 of Makspec V
in 2022, rising to one-million square metres in
2025. It notes that the fabric is suitable for the
manufacture of uniforms and apparel, but
cannot be used for the production of masks
or other items worn close to the mouth.

See also: (1)Washable, antiviral polyester fabric,
https://www.technical-textiles.net/node/75988

(2)JIS L 1922, Textiles-Determination of
antiviral activity of textile products,
https://global.ihs.com/doc_detail.cfm?
document_name=JIS%20L%201922&item
_s_key=00699886
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Taking the first steps towards a full resumption of global trade?
The first major exhibition for the industry since the onset of the covid-19 pandemic is scheduled
to take place in June 2021 in Shanghai, China. Editor Nick Butler selects some highlights among
the exhibits at ITMA Asia + CITMEand assesses the mood among the leading machinery builders.

Following the decision to postpone the seventh edi-
tion of the ITMA Asia + CITMA machinery exhibition,

due to have taken place in 2020, the event will now
proceed in Shanghai, China, on 12–16 June 2021. More
than 1200 exhibitors from 21 countries will take part in
the first major industry event since the onset of the
covid-19 pandemic.

Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Picanol of Ieper,
Belgium, and President of the Brussels-based Belgian
textile machinery association (Symatex) Luc Tack
believes: “The trade show represents an important
platform to help us connect with the Asian buyers at a
time when the global economy is improving. ITMA ASIA
+ CITME is, without doubt, the most important trade
show for the textile industry in Asia. As China is one of
the most important markets for textile machines, it gives
us the ideal opportunity to be closer to our customers.”

Secretary General of Symatex Stijn Pauwels adds:
“Our Belgian companies are eager to resume their
international marketing and sales efforts. The positive

economic growth is excellent news for the industry.
Recovery will take some time, but we fully embrace
opportunities such as ITMA ASIA + CITME to accelerate
the commercial relaunch.”

Belgian exhibitors include: Picanol; Vandewiele NV of
Marke; BMSvision of Kortrijk; Marke-based Bonas
Machine Co, a member of the Vandewiele group;
Hammer-IMS from Hasselt.

Meanwhile, according to the Stockholm-based
Swedish textile machinery association (TMAS), despite
the global pandemic, exports of textile goods from
China increased by almost 30% in 2020, to more than
US$150 billion. Further, the global disruption of 2020
has created a pent-up demand from China’s textile
manufacturers for advanced technologies that can
further their progress in a highly competitive market.

“Optimised production and full resource efficiency are of
paramount importance to TMAS member customers in
China,” says Secretary General Therese Premler-Andersson.
“As a result, more than ever, we anticipate heightened
interest in the innovations that will be showcased at the
forthcoming ITMA Asia + CITME in Shanghai.”

TMAS members exhibiting are:

ES Automatex ABof Sparsör—a specialist in automation;•
Osby-based Eltex AB—a supplier of yarn-fault•
detectors and tension monitors;
Iro AB (Vandewiele Sweden AB) from Ulricehamn—a•
maker of weft-yarn feeds and tension controllers, and
another member of the Belgian Vandewiele group.

Switzerland’s textile machinery association, Swissmem
of Zurich, says its members are at the forefront of
novel fabric developments such as: machinery for
weaving shoes and high-performance materials, as
well as a range of systems to aid automation in
weaving rooms, from Stäubli International AG of

Switzerland’s textile machinery association, Swissmem says its

members are helping to lead novel fabric developments such

as this multilayer aramid fabric, which is produced on

machinery from Stäubli International.

Preview: ITMA Asia + CITME 
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Sargans; systems for winding woven fabrics from Willy
Grob Ltd from Eschenbach.

Other examples of exhibits from Swiss companies can
be found below.

Quality control
To prevent downstream damage to such as calendar
rollers and shearing tools, as well as lowering the risk of
catalytic reactions during wet finishing, Erhardt+Leimer
of Stadtbergen, Germany, will introduce its latest metal
detector (ELMeta MDA1005/1006), which has been
developed to detect even smaller particles than previous
models across the entire working width of lines running at
2–500 m.min–1. Light-emitting diodes (LEDs) on the sensor
illuminate to indicate the position of the particle, visitors to
the stand will learn.

The company will also display its equipment for cutting
(ElCut; see also, page 7), web guidance and spreading
(ElSmart), weft straightening (ElStraight), and tension
measurement and control of webs (ElTens), as well as its
camera-based pick and coarse counter (ElCount) and
tenter guide (ElFeed).

To prevent damp
fabrics and webs or

electromagnetic interference
(EMI) from disguising the signal, the

scanner has a special surface and is
housed in aluminium. Further, the scanner

can be installed in any orientation on the production
lines, so long as it is a minimum of 500 mm from any
moving parts, such as rollers.

A new instrument (Aqualab) uses low-frequency
microwaves to measure instantaneously and accurately
the regain, moisture content and commercial weight of
textiles, according to its developer, Mesdan-Lab, a part of
Mesdan Spa of Puegnago del Garda, Italy. While visiting
the exhibit in Shanghai, visitors will learn that Aqualab is
designed to allow users to control the moisture content
throughout all stages of production of the textile.

Results correlate extremely well with traditional oven-
drying analysers, the system is fast (a few seconds for
each test) and does not need calibration. In addition,
there is no material waste, no need for maintenance, and
the simple-to-operate equipment has a low consumption
of energy compared with the use of an oven.

In the months preceding ITMA Asia, Uster Technologies
has been busy announcing several new developments.
A new model of its yarn clearer (Quantum 4.0) was
unveiled in March 2021, as was its latest software
(Quality Expert, which includes the latest version of its
Mill Dashboard). Finally, in April 2021, the company from
Uster, Switzerland, released a system for monitoring
defects during weaving (Q-Bar-2). All will be exhibited
for the first time in Shanghai.

The Quantum 4.0 combines capacitive and optical sensors
for monitoring the quality of yarns, and allowing users to
apply the most appropriate clearing mode. Switching
between capacitive and optical modes allows a wide
range of yarns to be monitored, and copes with changes
in factors such as humidity, the company will say. 

Erhardt+Leimer will show its new detector for finding small metal particles on fast-running

production lines for dry or damp webs, textiles and nonwovens.

In the first few months of 2021, Uster Technologies has

been busy announcing several new developments, which

will be exhibited for the first time anywhere during ITMA

Asia. In April, for instance, the company announced

details of a system for monitoring defects during weaving

(Q-Bar-2). By maintaining a position above the interface

of the warp and weft yarns, Q-Bar-2 detects defects

rapidly and alerts the operator with alarm and stop

signals, to prevent long-running and repeated faults.
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Using its Smart Duo technology, moreover, both
sensors can operate in tandem to double-check for
defects (such as fluff ), which otherwise might go
undetected and result in yarn breakages downstream.
Smart Duo can also monitor yarn density continuously
and after every splice.

By maintaining a position above the interface of the
warp and weft yarns, Q-Bar-2 detects defects rapidly
and alerts the operator with alarm and stop signals, to
prevent long-running and repeated faults. Several
algorithms allow the system to detect a variety of
defects, such as those formed during weft insertion,
and, uniquely according to the developer, it can
monitor the warp prior to the weft’s traverse.

Uster will also have a virtual showroom available along side
its Shanghai exhibit and customers wishing to take
advantage of this should contact their sales representative.

Mahlo GmbH + Co KG specialises in straightening and
process-control systems. On its stand in Shanghai, for
instance, the company from Saal/Donau, Germany, will
feature the latest version of its weft-straightener
(Orthopac RVMC-15) and the process-controller (QMS-12).

Visitors will learn that the Orthopac RVMC-15 employs
several sensors, each comprising an optoelectronic
scanner, an oscillating lens and a recently revamped
digital signal processor. Evenly distributed along a
carrier bridge spanning the width of the textile, they
detect the position of the weft yarns, stitches or tufting
rows simultaneously at various locations and analyse

their angular orientations. An algorithm then controls a
hydraulic or electric roller to remove any distortions
detected in the fabric.

Another exhibit will be the Famacont PMC, which uses a
sensor to measure weft and stitch-coarse density. The
system compares the measured density to a target value
in the data-manager and deviations are used to regulate
automatically the leading during the needling of the
fabric on the stenter frame. Visitors on-site will be able to
bring their own fabric samples for a demonstration.

Mahlo’s staff will also discuss the company’s range of
software (mSmart) including products for the control
room (mPilot) and data analysis (mLog).

Nonwovens
The DiloGroup of Eberbach, Germany (see also, page 5),
can supply complete lines for the production of
nonwovens for geotextiles, construction products,
automotive components, filtration, acoustic insulation
and medical fabrics. Further, to tailor the lines to their
specific requirements, customers can work with
technicians at the group’s technical centre in Eberbach. 

The group will be fully represented at ITMA Asia,
allowing visitors to meet with representatives of all its
constituent companies:

DiloTemafa—a specialist in processing equipment for•
staple fibres;
DiloSpinnbau—a manufacturer of cards for webforming;•
DiloMachines—a builder of needling machines;•

Preview: ITMA Asia + CITME 

On its stand in Shanghai, Mahlo will demonstrate the latest

version of its weft-straightener (Orthopac RVMC-15).

The needle pattern for Dilo’s 8000X helps create a

homogeneous surface on the fabric as well as allowing

for high-density, high-speed needling.
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DiloSystems—a general contractor allowing•
customers to buy complete lines for needled
nonwovens from a single source in the group, as well
as complete thermobonding and hydroentanglement
lines, with the cooperation of the group’s partners.

Following an agreement reached at the end of 2020
with SICAM Srl of Milan, Italy(1), Dilo can now supply
lines with hydroentanglement machinery. In Shanghai,
the company will say that by combining SICAM’s
hydroentanglement capability with its own high-speed
cards and layering technologies, customers can
produce fabrics with good tensile-strength profiles.

Nevertheless, Dilo has developed a “microneedling”
technology as an alternative to hydroentanglement. By
careful development of the machine’s kinematics and by
making the needle density high, the company says webs
can be gently and intensely needled at high speeds. The
resulting fabrics are of similar quality to hydro entangled
ones and can be produced at the same rates for basis
weights of 60 g.m–2 or more. Further, compared with
hydroentanglement, the microneedling process
consumes less energy, because there is no need to treat
water and subject it to high pressure to create the jets.

Other recent needling developments Dilo will discuss are
its needleboard patterns (8000X and 6000X) (2) designed
to allow homogeneous high-speed, high-density
processing, especially when used in conjunction with the
simplified elliptical beam-drive (Hyperpunch HaV).

All Dilo lines can be equipped with its smart
manufacturing technology (diloline 4.0). This allows
users to control machinery and access production
information from their mobile telephones and from data
stored on the Internet (mindSpheres). As a result of its
use, the technology reduces downtimes, Dilo will say.

Finally, Dilo’s team will be able to discuss its 3D-Lofter
technology, which it describes as working like a three-
dimensional (3D) printer using fibres rather than ink.
3D-Lofter allows users to apply adjustable amounts of
fibre in specific patterns onto fibre mats and needled
felts. It can apply a wide variety of fibres – including
polyester (PES), carbon and natural fibres – in order to
provide precise, localised reinforcement, improve the
quality of the mat or create decorative features.

For those still unwilling or unable to attend the live
event, Groz-Beckert of Albstadt, Germany, has created
a virtual booth, a 3D representation of its stand in
China, using digital technology especially developed
for this exhibition. Free registration is required and can
be completed from around the end of May 2021.

In person or virtually, visitors will be able to learn about
developments in all the company’s areas of activity,
including its felting needle (Gebecon), which offers
a good surface and high resistance to bending.
The company will also offer customers advice on
protecting its needles.

For further information on the company’s plans for the
exhibition, see the Knitting, Weaving, Tufting, Fibres and
Yarns, and Sewing sections below.

Knitting
On its stand, Obertshausen, Germany-based Karl Mayer
will concentrate on its efforts to digitalise production
technology, with representatives from all three of its
brands: Karl Mayer, KM.ON(3) and, the most recent
addition to the group, Stoll(4). As a result of its expansion,
Karl Mayer says this will be the first ITMA Asia at which it
can display machines for warp- and flat-knitting.

As well as exhibiting four knitting machines (an HKS, two
models from the ADF family and a new flat-knitter for
high-volume production), the company will present the

Mindful of those still unable to attend the live event,

Groz-Beckert has developed a virtual booth to allow

online attendance, which is free, but requires

registration on the company’s website.
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latest software developments from KM.ON. It will also be
showing a beam-warping machine (IsoDirect) for weavers.

Demonstration fabrics being made on the stand will
include geotextiles, construction textiles and sportswear,
as well as underwear, fashion fabrics and denim. 

Finally, the company’s latest after-sales service (Care
Solutions), which includes the online Spare Parts
Webshop, will be presented. 

Groz-Beckert (see also, Nonwovens, above) will show
several innovations for knitters including its:

needle for flat-knitting technical textiles (SAN TT);•
needle for staple fibres (SAN SF);•
sinker for staple fibres (SNK SF), which is designed for•
large-diameter circular knitting machines;
needle for withstanding high loads on sock machines•
(dur);
needle for fine flat-knits.•

The company will also use augmented reality (AR)
technology to display its machinery for warp knitting.

Weaving
Groz-Beckert (see also, Nonwovens and Knitting, above)
will combine a 3D model of a weaving mill with AR

technology to demonstrate its new WarpMasterPlus
loom, which includes cleaning machinery, weaving
accessories and a yarn knotter (KnotMaster).

Tufting
Those making tufted floorcoverings will be able to learn
about Groz-Beckert’s (see also, Nonwovens, Knitting and
Weaving, above) Tufting Gauge Part Systems. 

Fibres and Yarns
Oerlikon’s Manmade Fibers Division, part of the
Pfäffikon, Switzerland-based Oerlikon Group, will
exhibit using a hybrid of in-person and online staff to
showcase its customer services, and machine and plant
developments spanning the entire man-made fibre
manufacturing industry. The theme for its exhibit in
2021 is “Clean Technology, Smart Factory”.

Technology for melting polymers through to making
fibres, yarns and nonwovens using a variety of
polymers, including PES, polyethylene terephthalate
(PET), polypropylene (PP) and polyamide 6 (PA 6) will
be demonstrated by staff from all of the division’s three
brands: Oerlikon Barmag, Oerlikon Neumag and
Oerlikon Nonwoven. Together with local Chinese sales
staff and engineers, all of Oerlikon’s global experts will
be able to connect online with the trade fair’s visitors,
the company says.

Following the announcement of its acquisition of
INGlass of San Polo di Piave, Italy(5), which has extended
Oerlikon Group’s interests further into the polymer
processing market, the company said it is changing the
name of the Manmade Fibers Division to the Polymer
Processing Solutions Division, as well as restructuring
its organisation. These changes are due to take full
effect by the end of June 2021, subject to the timely
conclusion of the acquisition.

Rieter AG of Winterthur, Switzerland, says it focused
on its research and development (R&D) from the outset
of the pandemic in a bid to develop a suite of
automated machines and systems to allow its
customers emerging from the health crisis to make
yarns profitably and sustainably, as well as being able
to switch production readily to meet the needs of fast-
changing markets.

Preview: ITMA Asia + CITME 

Rieter says it focused on its research and

development during the pandemic so it could help its

customers emerge from the health crisis to make

yarns profitably and sustainably. Developments for

its ring spinner (G 38) for use in combination with the

fully automated piecing robot (RoboSpin, shown

above) will be at the heart of its exhibit.
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Its exhibit will focus on:

developments for its ring spinner (G 38) for use in•
combination with the fully automated piecing
robot (RoboSpin);
its compactor (CompactApron) for making•
strong yarns;
a module (EssentialMonitor) of its all-in-one•
monitoring system for mills;
an automated doffer (RoboDoff);•
a new rotor (31-XT-BD) with a companion piece of•
equipment (ChannelInsert 28) designed to improve
production output of knitting and weaving yarns;
a winder (Neo-YW) for dye packages, which can also•
re-wind filament yarns;
a new card cylinder wire (P-1940S) and a flexible card•
flat (resist-O-top C-60).

Rieter’s staff will also discuss the company’s efforts to
spin rotor and ring yarns from recycled materials on its
equipment, such as the rotor spinner (R 37). 

Finally, those unable to attend the Shanghai event can
visit Rieter’s virtual stand, available on its website from
11 June 2021.

For spinners, Groz-Beckert (see also, Nonwovens,
Knitting, Weaving and Tufting, above) will present the
latest developments including its easy-to-clean
revolving top (TV56) and cylinder card clothing with a
unique, patented tooth geometry, which is designed to
make maintenance simple. 

Sewing
During ITMA Asia, Groz-Beckert (see also, Nonwovens,
Knitting, Weaving, Tufting, and Fibres and Yarns, above)
will focus on the sewing of technical textiles,
particularly automobile seats. 

The company will say its needle (SAN 5.2) has: a unique
geometry to ensure its stability; a double groove in the
point to guide the thread and so produce even seam
patterns, especially in multi-directional operations;
scarf chambers on both sides to prevent skipped
stitches and ensure good loop formation; a titanium
nitride coating (Gebedur) to protect against wear.
Customers can also receive advice from a dedicated
Internet site.

Further information
CEMATEX (Le Comité Européen des Constructeurs de

Machines Textiles).

https://www.cematex.com

Daphne Poon, ITMA Services.

Tel: +65 9478-9543.

Email: daphnepoon@itma.com;

http://www.itmaasia.com

China Textile Machinery Association (CTMA).

Tel: +86 (10) 5822-0799/1499/0599. 

Fax: +86 (10) 5822-1466.

Email: ctma@ctma.net; http://www.ctma.net

Christine Tang, Beijing Textile Machinery International

Exhibition Co Ltd.

Tel: +86 (10) 5822-9646. Fax: +86 (10) 5822-1466.

Email: tangrong@ccpittex.com; or:

itmaasiacitme2@bjitme.com;

http://www.citme.com.cn

Symatex. https://www.symatex.be

British Textile Machinery Association (BTMA).

https://www.btma.org.uk
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Group Textile Machinery (GTM). https://www.group-gtm.nl

Union des Constructeurs de Matériel Textile de

France (UCMTF).

http://www.ucmtf.fr

VDMA Textile Machinery Association.

https://www.vdma.org/textilmaschinen

Associazione Costruttori Italiani di Macchinario per

l’Industria Tessile (ACIMIT).

https://www.acimit.it

Asociación Española de Constructores de Maquinaria

Textil (AMEC AMTEX). https://www.amec.es/amtex

Textile Machinery Association of Sweden (TMAS).

https://www.tmas.se

Swissmem Textile Machinery Division.

https://www.swissmem.ch

Picanol Group.

http://www.picanolgroup.com

Vandewiele NV.

https://www.vandewiele.com

BMSvision.

https://www.bmsvision.com

Bonas Machine Co.

https://www.bonas.be

Hammer-IMS.

https://www.hammer-ims.com

ES Automatex AB.

https://www.automatex.com

Eltex of Sweden AB.

https://eltex.se

Iro AB (Vandewiele Sweden AB).

https://vandewiele.se

Stäubli International AG.

https://www.staubli.com

Willy Grob Ltd. https://www.swisstextilemachinery.ch/

our-members/ willy-grob-ltd

Isgrit Bloch, Corporate Communications,

Erhardt+Leimer GmbH.

Tel: +49 (821) 2435-400.

Email: I.Bloch@erhardt-leimer.com; 

https://www.erhardt-leimer.com

Andrea Wunder, Marketing Department, Oskar Dilo

Maschinenfabrik KG.

Tel: +49 (6271) 940-239.

Email: wunder@dilo.de; https://www.dilo.de/en

Birte Kleefisch, Communications, Groz-Beckert.

Tel: +49 (7431) 10-2277.

Fax: +49 (7431) 10-62277.

Email: birte.kleefisch@groz-beckert.com;

https://www.groz-beckert.com

Dejan Lalevic, Mesdan Spa.

Tel: +39 (0365) 653142.

Email: LalevicDejan@mesdan.it; 

https://www.mesdan.com

André Wissenberg, Marketing, Corporate

Communications & Public Affairs, Oerlikon.

Tel: +49 (2191) 67-2331. Fax: +49 (2191) 67-1313.

Email: andre.wissenberg@oerlikon.com

James Li, Marketing, Corporate Communications and

Public Affairs, Oerlikon.

Tel: +86 (21) 6237-1300. Fax: +86 (21) 6237-1309.

Email: James.li@oerlikon.com;

https://www.oerlikon.com

Ulrike Schlenker, Karl Mayer Group.

Tel: +49 (6104) 402-274. Fax: +49 (6104) 402-73274.

Email: ulrike.schlenker@karlmayer.com;

https://www.karlmayer.com

Edith Aepli, Marketing Services, Uster Technologies AG.

Tel: +41 (43) 366-3880. Mobile/cellular: +41 (79) 91602-91.

Email: edith.aepli@uster.com;

https://www.uster.com

Stephanie Marchsreiter, Marketing & Media Relations,

Mahlo GmbH + Co KG.

Tel: +49 (9441) 601-115.

Email: stephanie.marchsreiter@mahlo.com;

https://www.mahlo.com

Relindis Wieser, Head, Group Communication, Rieter

Management Ltd.

Tel: +41 (52) 208-7045 . Fax: +41 (52) 208-7060.

Email: relindis.wieser@rieter.com;

https://www.rieter.com
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Events diary

Dates correct at the time this issue
went to press

July 2021

Textile Bioengineering and
Informatics Symposium (TBIS)
6–9 July 2021
Roubaix, France and online
TBIS Secretariat, Textile Bioengineering and
Informatics Society; 
Tel: +852 6638-2781
tbis@tbisociety.org; 
http://www.tbisociety.org

Wipes Academy
12–13 July 2021
Atlanta, Georgia, USA
Tracie Leatham, INDA (Association of the
Nonwoven Fabrics Industry); 
Tel: +1 (919) 459-3726
tleatham@inda.org; 
https://www.inda.org/education/
WIPES-academy.php

World of Wipes (WOW)
12–15 July 2021
Atlanta, Georgia, USA
Tracie Leatham, INDA (Association of the
Nonwoven Fabrics Industry); 
Tel: +1 (919) 459-3726
tleatham@inda.org; 
https://www.worldofwipes.org

Skin Patches, Wearables, E-Textiles,
and Stretchable Electronics
14–15 July 2021
Online
Chris Clare, Event Director, TechBlick; 
Tel: +49 (176) 6170-4139
chris@techblick.com; 
https://www.techblick.com

Asia Nonwovens Exhibition and Conference
(ANEX)/Shanghai International
Nonwovens Exhibition (SINCE)
22–24 July 2021
Shanghai, China
Icy Fan, Informa Markets; 
Tel: +86 (21) 6157-7235; 
Fax: +86 (21) 6157-7299; 
Icy.Fan@informa.com; 
https://en.since-expo.com

Intermediate Nonwovens Training
27–30 July 2021
Cary, North Carolina, USA
Tracie Leatham, INDA (Association of the
Nonwoven Fabrics Industry); 
Tel: +1 (919) 459-3726
tleatham@inda.org; 
https://www.inda.org/education/
intermediate-training.php

August 2021

Wearable Technologies
5–6 August 2021
Online
Ramona Socher, Project Manager, Wearable
Technologies AG; 
Tel: +49 (8152) 9988610
info@wearable-technologies.com; 
https://www.wearable-technologies-us.com

Outdoor Retailer Summer Market
10–12 August 2021
Denver, Colorado, USA
Krista Dill, Sales Director, Emerald
Expositions; 
Tel: +1 (949) 226-5728
krista.dill@outdoorretailer.com; 
https://outdoorretailer.com

AFAC
17–20 August 2021
Sydney, Australia
Rob Keen, Sales Manager, Hannover
Fairs Australia; 
Tel: +61 (2) 9282-7517; 
Fax: +61 (2) 9280-1977; 
rob.keen@hannoverfairs.com.au; 
https://www.afacconference.com.au

Techtextil North America
23–25 August 2021
Raleigh, North Carolina, USA
Kristy Meade, Show Director, Messe
Frankfurt Inc; 
Tel: +1 (770) 984-8016, x 2428; 
Fax: +1 (770) 984-8023; 
kristy.meade@usa.messefrankfurt.com; 
https://techtextil-north-america.us.
messefrankfurt.com

September 2021

Istanbul Textile Machinery Fair
8–11 September 2021
Istanbul, Turkey
Yusuf Akbolat, ECR Fuarcılık Ltd Sti; 
Tel: +90 (212) 573-0662; 
Fax: +90 (212) 573-0682; 
yusuf@ecrfuar.com.tr; 
https://www.tmeexhibition.com/en/
homepage

Techtextil Russia
14–16 September 2021
Moscow, Russia
Oksana Anikeeva, Director Techtextil
Russia, Messe Frankfurt RUS; 
Tel: +7 (495) 649-8775, x 125; 
Fax: +7 (495)649-8785; 
Oksana.Anikeeva@russia.messefrankfurt.com; 
https://techtextil-
russia.ru.messefrankfurt.com

Dornbirn Global Fiber Congress
15–17 September 2021
Online
Dornbirn Global Fiber Congress Office; 
Tel: +43 (1) 319-2909-41; 
Fax: +43 (1) 319-2909-31; 
office@dornbirn-gfc.com; 
http://www.dornbirn-gfc.com

World Congress on Textile Coating
special edition: Conference on
Sustainable Finishing of Textiles
30 September–1 October 2021 and 
7–8 October 2021
Online
Jill Gwinnutt, Marketing Manager,
International Newsletters Ltd; 
Tel: +44 (3301) 335450
jill.gwinnutt@intnews.com; 
https://www.technical-textiles.online/STF
(See also, Inside front cover)

October 2021

INDEX
19–22 October 2021
Geneva, Switzerland and online
Delphine Rens, Marketing and
Communications Coordinator, EDANA; 
Tel: +32 (2) 740-1822; 
Fax: +32 (2) 733-3518; 
delphine.rens@edana.org; 
http://www.edana.org

Smart Nonwovens (High-performance
Applications of Nonwovens)
20 October 2021
Geneva, Switzerland and online
Jill Gwinnutt, Marketing Manager,
International Newsletters Ltd; 
Tel: +44 (3301) 335450
jill.gwinnutt@intnews.com; 
https://www.technical-textiles.online/NHPA
(See also, page 1)

Automotive Interiors Expo
26–28 October 2021
Novi, Michigan, USA
Jason Sullivan, UKi Media & Events; 
Tel: +44 (1306) 743744; 
Fax: +44 (1306) 742525; 
jason.sullivan@ukimediaevents.com; 
https://www.
automotive-interiors-expo.com/detroit/en
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